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’TIS THE SEASON OF GIVING, SO WE’VE CURATED GIFTS FOR EVERYONE
IN THE FAM THAT WERE MADE BY TALENTED CARIBBEAN CREATORS.
A NEW KIND
OF WILD
Inspired by her father’s experience moving from Puerto Rico to
New York as a child, author and
illustrator Zara González Hoang’s
moving and colorful tale for
children captured the spirit of the
adage, “Home is where the heart
is.”
$17.99
penguinrandomhouse.com

SLIM LEATHER CARD HOLDER
Haiti Design Co. is founded on the premise of community empowerment.
Pieces such as this simple, but timeless and well-crafted, leather card
holder is just part of the company’s mission to foster entrepreneurship
among local artisans.
$28
haitidesignco.org

TOUCH BY VLS
PENDANT
TEAR DROP
A part of the Urchin
Collection, this pendant
light by Jamaican ceramic
artist Victoria Leigh Silvera
makes a great addition to
any home, featuring
organic details inspired by
Caribbean marine life.
$500
touchbyvls.com

LIGNO ROSEWOOD WATCH
Made from 100% reclaimed wood, this lightweight, fashionable and eco-friendly watch by the
Jamaican brand features a stylish rosewood design
that’s fitted with a stainless steel back case and
buckle.
$195
hernyswoodja.com

I AM A PROMISE
A retelling of Jamaican Olympic gold
medalist Shelly-Ann Fraser-Pryce’s
uplifting journey to stardom, the
charming picture book encourages
young readers to stay steadfast with
determination to achieve their
dreams.
$11.96
akashicbooks.com

BOUKMAN
BOTANICAL RHUM
Bottled in Haiti and infused
with fresh cane juice, barks,
citrus peel, and seven
botanicals, this craft rum
makes a delicious addition to
holiday festivities. Served best
on the rocks with an orange
peel, or stirred into classic
cocktails.
$54.99
boukmanrhum.com

FOR HIM/HER:
THE EBBY RANE FRIDAY BAG
Fitted with sustainable cork and lined with faux
leather, the Friday Bag is compact and water-resistant. Jamaican-born designer and founder Sonja M.
Salmon created this completely vegan luxury
carry-on for the avid globetrotter or weekender.
$295
ebbyrane.com

TROPIC SPIRAL
HOLOGRAPHIC
ANKARA SANDAL
FOREVER WITH YOU RING
Eternalize your love with the Forever With
You band ring by Trinidadian jewelry
designer Josanne Mark. Permanently etched
with your significant other’s fingerprints,
this luxurious memento carries intimate
sentiments.
Starting at $515
josannemark.com
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Made for the modern
fashionista, add the Tropic
Spiral Holographic ankara
sandal to your shoe
collection! This stylish wedge
features a shiny holographic
accent, ankara print and
ankle-tied straps.
$115
territorysix.com

CARIBBEAN VIBES
MADRAS BOX BAG
Cop this cute tote handmade in the U.S. Virgin
Islands. The design features a classic Caribbean
madras print, velvet-lined interior, detachable chain
strap, and subtle glass bead and gem embellishments.
$99.95
territorysix.com
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